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The space was suddenly quiet and if a needle fell on the flooring currently, it could be 

clearly listened to. 

Samuel’s words made the entire Sue Household estate to be strangely silent as well as just 

every person’s breathing sound could be heard. 

Soon, giggling then erupted and all individuals were chuckling madly and also grasping 

their tummies from the pain of chuckling way too much. 

Every person was implicating Samuel as well as poking fun at him. The expressions of 

taunting and also mockery were entirely undisguised. 

” Samuel, aren’t you scared of having your tongue-tied? 

You also risk to compose such a big lie. Are you intentionally trying to joke with us?” Harvey 

gripped his tummy because of chuckling too much and the taunting on his face was 

especially obvious. 

Yara Sue’s face was beetroot red and also was clearly from giggling too much. I giggled till I 

wept my eyes out. We constantly have you as our source of happiness, you don’t have to 

function so tough to make us happy. 

Each household and relatives had continued to mock and jeer at Samuel one at a time. 

” Even if you boast, you need to take into consideration the reasonability. A worthless 

individual like you, exactly how can you be so abundant?” 

” Yvonne, could this be the foolish factor that you have considered letting Samuel take over 

the blame in your place? 

 

Are you insane? Or are we the ones who have gone nuts?” 

” Yeah, even if you wish to discover a reason, you have to locate one that is trustworthy. Him 

… please!” 

Lionel Sue hated Samuel for a very long time. 

Samuel hit Harvey hard the last time. He had constantly kept in mind the strikes. With the 

chance arise to ridicule Samuel, how could he let it go? 



” Samuel, I am unable to see through you. You are in fact a rich man and also can take out 

one million any time. Could you be the inconspicuous second-generation young master 

from some rich family members? 

 

It does not resemble it from your face. Contrasted to the beggars at the roadside, the only 

difference is that you have no damaged dish for people to toss cash in.” Lionel Sue smirked 

while ridiculing him. 

When these words were out, there was another round of giggling and it was deafening and 

also bothersome to the ear. 

Lydia angrily stood as well as reprimanded Samuel. “Is this an area for you to speak out like 

that? Shut up!” 

This acquisition of automobiles and also house, preventing the disbelief from Sue Relative 

and also family members, Lydia herself was incapable to believe also. 

Samuel had actually voiced out unnecessarily. Would not his words make their tiny family 

withstand even more pity and made fun by others? 

” Lydia, you aren’t right in scolding Samuel. Lionel Sue talked additionally in reply to Lydia. 

Harvey that was beside after that rapidly do the same. “Yeah, Aunt Lydia. Samuel wanted to 

act to be an abundant second-generation young master, why do you want to break his 

stage? Leave some self-respect to him! He is already a full-grown but can be so insensitive 

to declare he has a lot of money. 

If you injured his self-respect now, exactly how could he have the nerve to face individuals 

anymore later on?” 

Samuel’s face was expressionless customarily and also smoothly considered the spectators 

that were chuckling loudly at him. 

This scene was repeated too many times in Sue Family therefore he was used to it. 

He eyed Yvonne and her upset face and felt she was quite adorable. Samuel inadvertently 

smiled taking a look at her. 

” Samuel, you are truly insensitive and can even smile in this circumstance. 

I, Harvey, genuinely admire you. With your thick skin, why really did not you go to war as 

well as obstruct the bullets with your skin?” Harvey derisively said. Samuel was so 

disgraceful but still capable of smiling in this circumstance. 



He was truly unabashed. If Harvey was him, he would have no courage to come to Sue 

Household’s manor once again. 

” In my eyes, you are the same also, the butt of a joke.” Samuel after that impassively 

reacted. 

Harvey had a distorted expression. How risk this useless scum dare to state he was the butt 

of a joke! 

He strolled to Samuel with a strong expression and hostile steps. He wished to teach Samuel 

a lesson because this was not the very first time he did this. 

Currently, Grandma Sue all of a sudden spoke up. “Harvey! Come back!” 

Since Grandmother Sue has spoken, Harvey dare not ignore and returned to his location 

after swing his clenched fist in front of Samuel. 

His gaze, nevertheless, continued to glare at Samuel, as if he was telling Samuel he would 

certainly educate him a lesson after supper. 

 


